
Easy tips for
beginners
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T h e  B a y  W i t ( c ) h



Before you pick the cards, take a few deep
breaths.Try to relax your body and quiet your

mind.Allow your thoughts to come and go for a while
without holding on to them.

# 1

TAKE A DEEP BREATH



Focus for a moment or two on the question you
would like to ask, or the issue you would like some
information about, BEFORE you select the cards.The
more effectively you can bring a relaxed focus to
the issue at hand and clear other thoughts from
your mind, the more insightful and helpful the

reading will be.

# 2

FOCUS ON A QUESTION



Make sure you take enough time to relax and compose
yourself before you begin to select the cards. You

will be amazed at the difference it makes.

# 3

MAINTAIN FOCUS



The more specific and focused your question, the
more appropriate and valuable your answer will be.

Again, it's a function of synchronicity. If you
approach the cards wanting an answer to a certain

question, yet when you select the cards you are
thinking of 50 other unrelated things, the answer

you get will often not make sense.

# 4

BE SPECIFIC



If the literal text does not exactly fit your question
or circumstance, it is usually fairly obvious how you

can 'read between the lines a little' and translate
the message to suit your personal situation.

# 5

READ BETWEEN THE LINES



Consulting the cards many times a day, day after day,
is completely self defeating, as repeating a reading
too soon for the same question will usually create

more confusion, not more clarity.A good rule of
thumb:- until the circumstances surrounding your

question have changed, don't ask again!

# 6

DON'T OVERUSE



There are no absolutes in Tarot.Use your readings as
a kind of mirror - a way for you to examine a

reflection of your life, thoughts and emotions at
any given moment in time.Making critical life decisions
based entirely on an automated online tarot reading

would probably not be a good idea!

# 6

BE LOGICAL



Don't fear the 'negative' cards! Some of the cards in
the tarot deck are quite challenging to receive in a
reading, however, don't fear them, they are simply a
reflection of current influences and often have a
positive side to them.Seek understanding, even when

the outlook seems bleak. This is where the true value
of tarot lies.

# 7

DON'T FEAR THE NEGATIVES


